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Electric propulsion thrusters and plasmodnamics
Prof Alexci I.Morozov
RSC "Kurchatov Institute"

I. Introduction
1. Thrusters with the exhaust velocities of V=10-50 kin/sec are actual
today.
2. Increase of exhaust velocity leads to "energy thrust cost" growth.
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Here m - working fluid mass flow rate and rl - thrust efficiency.

For example, if Vm = 104 m/s and il=0,8 then =6250 W/N. Such
level of the energy expenses requires a special energy source.
3. "Electric" thrusters (ET). The main four ET classes are shown on
fig. 1. (The names of these classes are not well defined yet).
There are:
-thrusters with volume charge (ion and colloidal);
-Ampere thrusters (high-current pulsed and quasi-stationary tluusters
(QS), anode layer thrusters, SPT);
-thermal thrusters (resistojet, arcjet, non-isothermal thrusters);
-"thermo-Ampere" or "boosted plasmatrons"
thrusters, magnetoplasma thrusters).
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4. The order of magnitude of the thrust density (f) and the exhaust
velocity (Vm):

-thrusters with the volume charge
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fT = Po

(2)

Vm = CTo

-Ampere thrusters
f, = B,

(fH)ma=

Vn,

(3)

H/(4p) =CAo

Here M - ion mass, U - the accelerating voltage, po, Po, CTo -

density, pressure and speed of sound at the channel inlet, E and H intensities, D and B - induction of electric and magnetic fields, CAo - Alfven

velocity.
5. Working fluid ionization. The energy cost of ion eSn. Expenses at
ionization is one of the main sources of the energy losses at relatively low
Vm. Criterion

II. Physical fundamentals of plasma thrusters (PT).
The whole analysis of the ET operation must include the investigation
of the four main problems: working fluid ionization, its acceleration, flow
interaction with the walls and flow stability ("oscillations", "turbulence"). In
general part of this lecture we will stop only at the problem of the flow
acceleration in the plasma thrusters. In the second part, devoted to the SPT,
all four problems will be detailed.
1. The "plasma" concept. Quasi-neutrality as the main plasma
property. Plasma "continuity" into the components. Debye radius.
Difference between ion and plasma thrusters. Ion magnetrons.
2. The equation of the separate charged particles dynamic.
(a) M

dt

' = e(E +[v,.]); (b)

dV

dt

- e(E

B B

(4)

Only E-field accelerates the particles (performs the work).
3. The particles motion into the E - and B- fields.
a) Larmor radius p, the diamagnetizm of tie Larmor ring, the motion
in the crosscd fields, the drift velocity UE = L/1B;
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b) Motion of an ion-electron couple's center of gravity
Electron-to-heavy

c)

particle

collisions

crossed

into the

fields

(electron displacement at the value - pe).
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4. A two-fluid model of the completely ionized plasma as a model of
ion and electron "droplet-clouds" dynamics. This relatively simple, but in the
same time very effective model permits at the first assumption to describe the
acceleration processes practically in all plasma thrusters as with small as with
grate density of the ionized plasma.
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Assuming plasma to be quasi-neutral (n, = ni = n), it is possible to
write
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(a) Mn
(b)

Mn

dt

(5)

B) - pi - Y
en(t + v,
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From this one can see, that proceeding from the equation for
particles to the one for "droplets" the mutual "droplet" pressure (Vpi,
Vpe) and ion-electron friction are added. So noW the ion component can be
accelerated not only due to the E-field, but also due to the thermal energy
(p) transition into the kinetic one, and due to carrying the ions away by the
electron flow (y(v - v,).
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a) Summing (5a) and (5b) and neglecting inertia of electrons, we
obtain the equation of the magnetic hydrodynamics
dd
V VP

+p,
p,
where p =

5
p+ -iJ]

= V, p = Mn and j = en(V

(6a)
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(6b)

In the thermal thrusters the main role is played by Vp, so here in
principle the equations for the ion and electron temperature (Ti, T e ) are very
important. We must sress, that in the plasma thermal thruster two pressures pi
"
and pc are working. Notice, that if for the arc accelerators pi pc then for
the existing now "non-isothermal" accelerations pi >> pc. This fact permits to
increase greatly the exhaust velocity.
In the Ampere thrusters the main is the Ampere force [j, ], and
pressure is secondary and may be even a bad factor as it takes place in SPT.
The Ampere thruster in principle are able to provide any exhaust velocity
independent on T, and Te. Besides, due to the flow focusing with
electromagnet, their structure has relatively low temperature.
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Analysis of the thermo-Ampere thrusters at tie boosted regimes
requires the detailed investigations of the near-anode processes (see below)
and here we will not stop at it (see V.B.Tikhonov's lecture).
b) Ohm's law. The main factor, which does not allow to create the
electrostatic field in the plasma volume for ion acceleration is the hligh
mobility of the light component - electrons. Equation (5b) permits to sort out
the conditions, under which E-field can exist. The electron, component
flowing in the plasma thrusters, as usual, is subsonic (relatively to the speed
of the electron sound). So, neglecting the ion inertia and taking into account
(6b), we can re-write (5b) into the form of the standard Ohm law, taking
into account the thermoeffect (Vpe) and Hall effect (
V):
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From this one can see, that intensity E =E - j/o, which really
accelerate ions (see (5a)), can be supported by Lorenz force ("electron
magnetization") or by VpC.
For majority of Ampere thrusters in the flow core, the losses due to
the Ohm impedance (j/o) small relatively to the E value. So in the typical
SPT (j/): E ~ 10-310- 2 . At these conditions we can neglected the j/o
component in the Ohm law equation.
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5."Thermalisation" potential.
Let's take a look at only low dissipation level systems (j/o -* 0). In
this case E = -VQ and making an assumption for simplicity that pressure Pe
depends only on plasma density ni, i.e. pC = Pc(n), we can write (7) in form
(8a)

= [ V,B]

V,
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Value
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= ()
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(8b)

f dp (n)
11n

usually called a "thleralisation" potential. For Maxwell distribution
S

=

- kT

in(n/)

(9)

where no - arbitrary taken constant.
From (8)

it follows that OT-conservation along B and along the

velocity of the electron drift V
(a) q)T = OT(), (b) qT = (T(

5

)

(10)
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S-45indexes of a magnetic force line and electron
Here u and 6
trajectory in accordance with it.
From this it is followed that in plasma volume the surfaces oT = (r(
= const. are "fitting" into the magnetic force lines and the drift lines
(fig.2).
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If T e -- 0, then thermal component in (8a) decreases and (Dr(L,8) -i.e. magnetic force lines and drift lines become usual equipotentials
(magnetic force lines equipotentialisation).

S()i,5),

If, vice versa, the Ampere force is small, then
I dp (n)
i f
+ const.
e

(,5)
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const and
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Now we are interested in the case of small Te.
6. The change of <DT at transition from one equipotential surface to
another can be set by special "sectioning" of the electrodes or by conductivity
of the plasma flow (fig.3). Conductivity of the plasma flow can be "classical"
(due to the electrons and heavy particles-ions and atoms collisions),
"abnormal" (due to the electron dispersing at the density of the charged
particles fluctuations) and "near-wall" one (due to the electrons collisions
with the walls of the acceleration channel).
7. Plasma thrusters classification by the form of pt and 5:
- closed ("azimuth");
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- open ("poloidal").
The main cases are shown on fig.4.
8. Disagreement of the (T surfaces (more accurate - D-surfaces)
distribution in volume and electrode potentials leads to formation of the
boundary layers with thickness of Debye or electron-Larmor radius order.
These layers perturb all the flow picture, and at the regime boost they usually
become unstable ("electric arcs", "current crisis"). But within some limits they
are stable and just on this stability the operation of the high current butt
thrusters and magneto-plasma thrusters and also ALT with "cathode" cavity
are based.
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3.Sltationary plasma thrusters (SPT).
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Among the plasma thrusters the so-called Stationary Plasma
Thrusters, first developed at Kurchatov Institute are the most interesting.
They belong to the Ampere-type thrusters with closed electron drift (fig.4b).
The SPT structures include (fig.5):
- dielectric channel (as opposed to the conducting channel walls in
ALT),
- axis-symmetric magnetic system (magnetic core, poles, coils),
- anode in the depth of the channel,

- staged cathode-compensator (a.k.a. "neutralizer").
The SPT-ATON has an additional "buffer" volume (fig.6).
2. Fields in the SPT channel.
a) The SPT magnetic field is quasi-radial (this radial scheme is most
clearly realized in the SPT-ATON) and increases down to the channel cutoff
(fig.7). The last circumstance provides magnetic force lines bulge towards the
anode. The value of B ~0.02-0.03 T. Under such field the Larmor radius of
the particles and the length of the channel L comply with conditions: pc <«
L, pi >> L.
b) Volumetric E-fields in the channel are "suspended" at the
magnetic force lines according to <DT = (T(-O) Their distribution from anode
to cathode is determined by local channel conductivity. The thermal
component <T in the SPT can greatly influence the form of the electric
equipotential lines. In the SPT-ATON existence of a buffer volume results in
smoothing the neutral flow density and ionization intensity across the
channel, which decrease the thermal component's role and makes the
geometry of the ()-surfaces closer to the "focusing" geometry of the magnetic
lines.
The inner walls of the channel have negative charge and are covered
by the Debye's layers. Apparently, the potential discontinuity in those layers
is not homogeneous and non-stationary ("flickering mosaic").
3. "Skeleton" scheme of the SPT processes (fig.8)
Neutral atoms from the anode side pass into the electron cloud
drifting along the channel's azimuth direction and get ionized. Ions which
appear there are accelerated by E -field to tie energy E = e(. wherc (I . potential in the point of ionization, leave the channel (approximation sign is
because of the oscillations presence in tlie channel). A born electron, in it's
term, in any case, forces its way through tie magnetic field, and reaches the
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Then, "run around" the electric circuit and emitted from the cathode,
gets coupled with ion and goes away.
If the effective electron temperature is low enough, then the chosen
geometry of the magnetic force lines also provides a bulge of the electric
potential (D(r,z) surfaces towards the anode according to (8b) and (9). So the
ion focusing to the mean channel surface is guaranteed. Besides, increase of
the magnetic field intensity down to the channel cutoff suppress the most
dangerous "rotating" instability of plasma. allows to greatly surpass a so-call
"Bohm" conductivity, which was considered an unavoidable bottleneck for 50
years.
S7.

Integral performance of the optimized SPT.

Working fluid - Xe, power range P ~ 0,5-3 kW, the operating voltage
Up ~ 200-400 V, mass flow rate in : 2-6 mg/s, thrust F ~ 2-10 g, thrust
efficiency up to 70 % (SPT-ATON).

In the operation range we have the following dependencies:
Discharge current - J = Oj(e/M)m,
Thrust - F = eFi'

0,

, 1A = 40V.

(2e/M)(Up - A),

The mean ion energy - Ei

-

1.1 - 1.3.

U,.

5. The main peculiarities of the SPT

I

a) stability of the plasma volume relative to the "rotation" instability.
a n dIl

Stability criterion

-

az

B

< 0 (IAE).

b) Quasi-classical ("non-bohm") character of the conductivity. New
mechanism: quasi-classical "near-wall" conductivity. Its peculiarities and role
(IAE, MIREA).
c) Ion flow focusing in the channel (IAE).
d) In principle, non-Maxwell ion distribution function in tle
channel. Three electrons groups: "slow" (locked by Debye layers), "fast"
(elastic dispersion by the walls), "intermediate" (IAE, MIREA).
e) Substance ionization takes place in the area with E = 0, so the ion

cost is decreased greatly.
10 Typical oscillation classes and their mechanisms (IAE, REAS).
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g) Insulators erosion. Classical ion sputtering (IAE, MAI). Abnormal
electron erosion in the crossed fields (Fakel, IAE).

6. The problems of the numerical simulation of the SPT processes.
In our days the following models have been created:
a) Kinetic models of the heavy particles under known

.,(I),(IAE,

MSU, MAI, MIREA).
b) "Hybrid" models of the self-coordinated non-stationary one
dimension dynamic of the neutrals, ions and electrons in the SPT. (IAE,

MSU, MIREA).
c)The model kinetics of electrons in the channel (IAE, MIREA).
d) The numerical simulation and analysis of the experimental data
allowed to create the universal similarity criterion of the processes in the SPT
of the different sizes under the different regimes (ri, Up) and different
working fluids (IAE, CIAM, Fakel, MIREA).
7. The physical peculiarities of the system "SPT+target+vacuum
chamber"
The processes in this system is not simple, because of the great flow
of the sputtered particles, going from the target, with jet potential (positive
relatively to the chamber) and so on. "Mud" present in the chamber leads to
the SPT channel contaminating and to great decrease of its performance.
8. Different uses of SPT: ET,
experiments, plasma surface technology.

plasma

sources

for

the

space

9. The perspectives of creating SPT with new range of parameters.
a) The main problem, which must be solved in our days is the
problem of the surface effects (sputtering, secondary electron emission,
structure and dynamics of the Debye layers, mechanisms of abnormal
erosion). Solution to this problem guarantees obtaining thrust efficiency
>70%, great lifetime and low level of noise.
b) The second problem, which is not investigated enough, is the
problem of oscillations. Existing experience shows, that low frequency
oscillation (for example, for the discharge current) can be decreased down to
1%, and SHF-oscillations - practically to the heat level, determined by Te.
But they are not enough controlled processes now.

tll

c) -Existing experience shows that it is possible to create modules of
SP' oln Xe with power at least up to 100-200 kW. Modules witll power

Sto 30 irg
kW in til

laboratory
(IAE
kl)

ti

ust

I

.

Iow

efficiency

up to 75%. The "multi-lens" plasma accelerators with closed

electrons drift SPT type tested in the IAE at the quasi-stationary regime (t
10 ms) allowed to obtain the H ion flows with Ji - 5 kA and Vi ~ 1000

km/s.
d) The second important step must permit to change the expensive
Xe by a cheaper substance: Ar, N and so on, including gases from the planets
atmospheres. Besides cheapness, light substances will permit to increase the
exhaust velocity. Possibility of obtaining the high performances for the light
substances were verified experimentally and correspond to the similarity

criteria mentioned above (see 6).
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Addendum
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SPT Development
1. Tile sources of tie ideas, which had been
development were:

put into the SPT

- theoretical A.I.Morozov's article (Journal of the experimental and
theoretical physics (JETP) N1, 1955), in which it was shown the principal
role of the.volumetric E-fields in plasma acceleration;
- I.S.loffe - E.E.Uslhmanov

- A.V.Zharinov's experimental works

(IAE) devoted to the "ion" magnetrons, the idea of which had been suggested
by P.M.Morozov. In the "ion" magnetrons E-field is concentrated near
anode within the electron Larmor radius.
2. The SPT principle was formulated by A.I.Morozov in 1962- 1963.
The experimental studies and SPT structural optimization were held in the
IAE named after I.V.Kurchatov, with the active support from the
Academicians A.P.Alexandrov and L.A.Artsimovich and under the personal
supervision of A.I.Morozov and G.Y.Scliepkin.
3. In May 1970 DB Fakel reserved the full-scale model of the '"IOL"
power plant with SPT, feeding and storage systems of the working fluid,
electro supplying and control systems and also with cathode-compensator,
which had been created in IAE under VNIEM (Chief Designer G.l.Iosifian)
technical task. On the base of this thruster in the DB Fakel (Chief-Designer
R.K.Snarsky) the flight power plant had been created. It was in flight on
board of the "Meteor" satellite (VNIEM) launched at last days 1971. During
January - February 1972 there were the successful tests of the SPT, which
laid tie foundation of the ET-inanufacturing development in the country.
4. Further some modifications in the SPT were done. It is necessary
to point out passing to the "thin" magnetic poles (IAE), choice "good"
insulators and complex optimization of the SPT and cathode-compensator
structures (Fakel, MAI). The discovery of the abnormal erosion (Fakel) and
the great round of the investigations of the SPT plysical processes (MIREA)
have the great importance. As the result of these events, the SPT of the
second generation (SPT-ATON) (MIREA, IAE) with very high efficiency
and good beam focusing (with small divergence) was created with tile
supplement of SEP.
lT e mIost iilportlmt results arc:

.i) Creation of thei S'-lOG0

with great liIf

:jine (Fakel, NAI),

b) Creation of the SPT models with high power up to 30 kW (IAE,
Fakel);
c) Understanding the great and nontrivial influence of the vacuum
chamber properties on the SPT operation (ISTI, MIREA, SEP).
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